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TOWARD OLD-NEW ETHICS

The folio-wing considerations and conclusions are old, because

they are based on the early wisdom of mankind. And they are new,

because defects found in great ethical teachings required respectf^

but inevitable revisions and some replacements*

TO anticipate the defectiveness of admirable moral systems,

there are three topics of utmost importance in which weaknesses

of classic civilizations are clearly reflected; a) Non-condemnation

of war, b) toleration of slavery, c) non-inclusion of the animal-

world in systems of righteousness and salvation.

'jhe Religious Viewpoint

Along with the antagonism between religions, there are also traits

common to most of them. They call one category of acts good, their

contraries evil. For the «»goodn they promise rewards, for the opposite

they threaten punishments. The social merit of this primitive educ-

ational method is undeniable • it prevented the human race from

sinking into an abyss of unlimited egoism and barbarism, in itself,

however, it constitutes a low degree of moraiby. Doing or renouncing

things just for the sake of compensation or fear of retribution was

not recognized as ethical in any evolved moral system. Thus the

religions had the double function of raising people above the lowest

moral degree and keeping them from rising to a higher one. On that

higher step of moral evolution, we would do things and abstain from

things for their own sake. The scale of evaluation moves inwji^ards.

We still call this awareness ofA own deeds in their praiseworthiness

or blameworthiness by the name of conscience, Socrates, one of its

discoverers, named it in the language of his society "some god".



Karma

in early Indian thought which -was still pre-philosiophical, the

notion of Karma arose out of the much older and international belief

in metemjipsychosis, the transmigration, resp, reincstmation of souls.

Karma does not mean retribution by gods or godlike beings. No judge

interferes. The deeds themselves bring in futtire lives their otoi

reward or punishment, the cause being followed T:^ its effect directly

and automatically. Although in this moral automatism an idea of

absolute justice is implicit, it is a barrier to the benefits of a

more important idea, that of the freedom of will. The notion of the

Karman is one of the tremendous powers that bring man into the yoke if

of inevitable necessity, thus suppeessing the development of

responsibility

,

Chinese principles

In oldest Chinese metaphysics, the uhiverse is composed of

55301 ssan ts'ai, "three powers", which are sky, earth and man, since
the

we are but third constituent, our role is re^-atively modest,

but rather safe. ?fe are being led on the way of following Nature in

its\both /aspects, the cosmic and the earthly, pursuing Nature is in t

itself ethical and gratifies us giving us our full identity. So

ethics and happiness become one. It follows that man as a part of

Nature is originally good,

Greek philosophy

"When confronted with Chinese and other oriental systems, the idea

that unites Hellenic thought from the half legendary genius lythagoras

until the Neoplatonics and the late Aristotelians seems to be that

of a central role of man, as plainly proclaimed Protagoras: "The

yardstick of all values is man." Beyond that, however, there arej^i^^



scarcely any uniting elements in that magnificent diversity of

schools. Although all of them advocate the Good and praise Virtue,

it was only zeno and his Stoic school Tfho established Ethics as a

system, jn it, consequent adherence to moral principles confers the

highest distinction, jt is called overcoming necessity, breaking

the chain of cause and effect. The Stoics to whom also Roman

philosophers belong, refused to recognize morals as the result

of a development, p^r them, it is timeless, a lex naturae.

on the other side, though not as far from stoicism as many

hold, Eudaemonism and Hedonism stressed plesure(^ but not in the

trivial sense) as the aim of, and even the condition for, a moral

conduct of life. The leader of this trend, Epicurus, in later Uiiii$

generations often attacked as an eneiny of religion and morality,

appears in the light of his indirectly known and of his preserved i

original works as a modest theological reformer and as a great guide

through ethics to happiness.

A summary of Ethics posterior to Antiquity

The Middle Ages and the Modem Era had a series of thinkers

who fell short of their spiritual ancestors in originality, but

not in depth, jn medieval thought, the old problems were not yet

solved, pounders of systems, as the christians Abelard, Bonaventura,

Thomas Aquinas, Roger Bacon, Don Scotus, Qrotius and Bentham, the

jews Maimonides and Spinoza and the Moslems Avicenna and Averroes,

renewed the old struggle with the question of righteous living

and its goal which, however, was now entangled with theological

difficulties. Since all their different deductions and postulates

are aimed to, and motivated by, purposes, Kant«s ethics-for-its-

own-sake was the first established, the purest and freest of all



ethical systems.

Thus thinking involved an antagonism of all those different

utilities, including the most sublime ones, on the one hand, and

Kant.s ethical absolutism on the other, is no third solution thinkable

beyond the two schools? it can be offered an ethics aimed to

Entirety.

The Idea of Entire-ty

Its symbol might be the circle in which its Platonic Form is

perfectly embodied, since it is identical with the idea of

circumference equidistant from one point. This idea, however, is

not confined to extramundane existence, as plato teaches, but is

within our reality, it is the perfect amidst the imperfect, indicatirg

that virtual entirety is with us. Although the circle we can draw

is bat an unprecise curve made of irregular bits of matter, it

proves the presence of the circle as a principle irtiich is real,

because it acts and causes actions, m our relativity, we therefore

share the Absolute; with our faultiness the Ideal dwells.

That is the function of the ideal in human life, por ever

unattainable, but always guiding, raising, forming, creating.

Destructive powers unceasingly fight and always anew defeat it,

both in "outer" reality and in ourselves. This very struggle,

never ending, is our eternal triumph, striving is attainment.

on Human Entirety

By inventing legendary figures and by embellishing and enlarging

historical personages, mankind created the models for whom it is long-

ing, whom it wants to worship, to whom it wants to rise, lyhen i m i i.n^kL

imitating such figures, people mainly imitate their own illusions.

Different cultures projected in this way their own idealized charactae

into some kind of supermen. Like them, are we not also entitled to



describe the Entire as o\ir imagination forms him ?

AS the legendary kings -who ruled under the mightiy wings of

divine protectors, our perfect man, too, joins the great powers.

The powers of nature are his fathers and mothers at once. He

neither conquers nor oppresses, nor do they help him to do so»

He is the friend of all living beings, and his father-mother

and his brothers and sisters are with him* so his strength is

enormous, and from time to time we are told that he vanquished

his superiors, overcame fate and broke the yoke of world laws.

He is the righteous, ihere the sun rises and where it sets,

people know his borderless wisdom. Mysteries of being are his

patrimony, say that he learned much, but others say that

he never learned and always knew, wells whispered, told him

their secrets, bushes rustled, spoke to him, he listened to birds,

looked into the eyes of cows, stars brought him tidings, so he made a

covenant with all of them. They are he, and he is they. He deprives

nobody and could not do so, for he would not deprive himself.

The fragrance of fields is with him, trees give hiia their fruit.

AS with those ancestors, the power of his soul and his body

is one. as long as he would not betray the alliance of nature,

he would not know what illness was. Long life is his rightful

heritage. Re knows neither the pleasures of degenerates, nor would

he forsake nature to .join the ascetics. He woxild bless the beauty

of the world and great-grandchildren would sing his wisdom, his

purity, his happiness.

The curse of war

war is not as old as mankind, ijvhen dui*ing some hundreds of ^^^^p^f^

thousands of years the first family of man lived in trees and fed



happily on their ^it, there were no motives for bloody collisions

with other beings, let alone fellow men. mc^ later, when a few tens

of thousands of years ago changes on earth forced them to go down,

upright position and other new conditions brought about a plenty of

enriching developments and one cruel loss. Men deserted his intrinsic

nature and adopted killing and eating fellow beings, paintings as

those still preserved in Spanish and French caves reflect that

pre-social nomadic himting life of paleolithic man. 311 the Neolithic

period, agriculture, stability and herding along with first mass

leadership might have provided the earliest presuppositions for

brutal aggression. Then our forefathers learned rapidly to conduct

collective actions for robbing, murdering and enslaving their

neighbours, and improved methods and weapons led consequently to

the nuclear age.

Mankind IS models saw the never ending slaughter of innocents

and beared battle-cries and the despair of victims. Yet in their

immortal teachings we look in vain for an adequate condemnation

of the great crime, mams second betrayel of himself, Mesopotamian

wisdom knew orbits of planets, but thought of no way to stop the

massacre. Ancient Egypt was less bloodthirsty, but even the

peace-loving genius of King ikhnaton said in his hQanns no

fundamental word against war. The great (jreek philosophers kept

silent about the most urgent of all themes. Moreover, Socrates

himself praised military bravery, only about the pacifism of

Pythagoras -yire have some indirect evidence. Through Asia Minor, he

was connected with the o^^'ient where pioneers of peace appeared early.

This was the case with India »s oldest religious minorities,

and with Buddhism which appreciated Love more than all virtues.



There, abhorrence of warAa consequence of the inhibition of any

killing* Its triumphal test was in the third century B.C. the paclrfla*

fistic policy of Ashoka, the first Buddhist king. Later, when

Buddhism was spread over the par East, its pacifism sometimes

deteriorated to militant monks.

Although in the earliest Chinese scriptures clear peace teachings

are hardly traceable, an old tradition in this spirit seems probable

by its appearance with later philosophers. The Chinese character,

as manifested in sBSCCSxikffla iiOCX) years, is far from bellicosity,

in the 8th century A.D,, a magnificent poem by Li tai pe gave faithfii

expression to this side of the nationte psychologr.

East of the Mediterranean theatre of perpetual wars and west of M

the area where peoples had become a mercilessly hunted game,

the prophets arose. The previous biblical books are not at all

pacifistic. Yet the same revolutionaries who rejected the commanded

bloody sacrifices, annotmced also eternal peace, in visions whose

merit can be appreciated only in the context of their time, as

Isaiah Ii,2-Uj 1X565 XI, 6-9,* Amos IX, 13-1^5 Micah iv,l-i+. Their

earliest followers known lived centuries after them, it was the

brotherhood of the Essenes whom we can reconstruct as pacifists

and vegetarians.

lith them, the appearance of jesus was possibly connected.

Although some passages of the New Testament refute the assumption

of vegetarianism in the first christian community, and soldiers are m

mentioned there as any other profession, implications favorable to

pacifism are suggested by the idea of Love that includes enemies

(Matthew Y,hh). Then, at any case, nobody planned spreading the

christian faith by violence.



AS to later Christianity, it is difficult to withstand the

temptation to infer from the Quakers and many other selfless pioneers

of peace and humanity back to earlier periods, and from cruelly sxlEszsi

exterminated minorities to the ruling church. The admirable fi^^f^X^^M

consistency of the christian philosophers, too, does not apply to the

problem of abandonment of war. only Kant wrote a manifesto which is

rather a vision, on eternal peace.

Yet the deepest, and certainly decisive stmggle with the old jsm

curse is going on in our days, now, war has a different meaning.

»»conventional" warfare became an invitation to total destruction.

While these lines are being written, a committee of the U.N. is

conducting research into the foreseeable effects of a nuclear war.

For the time being, we have to rely on ip*. McNamara who warned his

fellow citizens that some tens of millions of them would be killed.

He surely did not KHtogaifitJDCfcl overestimate what would happen to

the mightiest country, let alone the inconvenient, irrelevant and

weak peoples. Thus a daily incresing movement whose foreground

topic is Vietnam, unites the most different resistors who can no

longer be made ridiculous or called communists. The non-violent

heroes of this more than historic hour are not only the saints

who died in the flames of self-immolation, not only the students

beaten by police, mistreated old men and women, professors who

endanger their bread and priests who risk their lives. But also 2sad%

leading members of the ruling party who loudly utter their

monumental disagreement and fearless accusation.

The theoretical stniggle, too, is harder than many imagine.

There are complicating factors unfavorable to unconditional

pacifism. Does anybody absolutely renounce self-defense ?



who could blame the Warsaw ghetto fighters, those last living

skeletons -p^ho fought the German army Td-th homemade Molotov

cocktails and museum rifles ?

We have to realize fully that when once we agree with defense

as a principle, we open the door to all its minor and major

misuses, for every aggression can be, and is tod^, called

defense

•

Besides the burning urgency of preventing the end of life

on earth, there are questions Ydiose solutions are essential

for assuring to the human race a better future. All of us

went through systems of education that thought us to admire

the hero* Each group of interests produces its concept of

virtues, slavery and feudalism require blind obedience,

warfare demands heroism, jt is high time to abandon this fatal

misrepresentation, the cult of the killer of his neighbours

who was himself misled and sacrificed, when will youth learn to

admire the constructive worker, the researcher, the creator,

the lover ?

Analogous tendencies led to the overcultivation of the

natural relation to one »s own people and country. Both open

fascism and ma^- diguised forms of it still have command over

the majority of mankind. The communistic coimtries that

emphatically denounced it, never introduced a consequent

internationalism, maintaining various substitutes of fascistic

behavior and phraseology. The other side goes much further,

where is action for mankind higher estimated than action

for one of its sections. Humanism higher than patriotism ?



slavery

It is not the question of various applications, not that of

the specific point in the iwide range of a multiple crijne. Rot

the difference between burying slaves alive or slaughtering them

in the grave at burials of kings, as done in sumer, and the

limitations and mitigations of slave holding under Mosaic law.

It is neither the contrast between the relatively mild lot of

the slaves in Greece and their dreadful treatment in Rome,

nor the abyss of the recent slave trade, it is the very institution at

that is a deadly blow to our pride in being human.

our account, however, we have not to settle with the raiders,

kidnappers, torturers and murderers of beings like us, but with

our moral leaders who witnessed and tolerated it. m the classic

works of Plato and Aristotle there is no trace of reprobating

the crime of which they took advantage. There are even utterances

of contempt for those whose lot the lucky wise men themselves

did not happen to share. Their humanity excluded all the unhappy

ones TNhose original equality and innocence was indisputable,

disagreeing only with enslaving Greeks by Greeks. The Epicureans

could not easily reject what added so much convenience to their

lives. The Stoics even declared indifference to slaveiy which they,

its beneficiaries, pronounced an irrelevant circumstance, one head

of this school, the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius, never considered Is

the idea of abolition. Moreover, a paragraph aggravating slavery is

attributed to him. So the issue that endangered the private and

class interests behind ancient ethical thought, became its test

and its failure, its self-negation.

The christian attitude was never homogenous. The early christian



emperors of Rome neither abolished nor condemned slavery, priests weie

slave holders. Not earlier than five centuries after Christ was bom,

Justinian put an end to the bloody hosrror of show combats of slaves

with wild animals, in the southern united states, most churches were

favorable to mitigating, but maintaining slavery, on the other hand,

iS5^l^ex?jHa?S«*taiixjsj5^^ with the great movement

that after all led to the emancipation of the slaves, mainly christian

spirit has to be credited, particularly that of the English speaking

peoples.

The monster is not dead. The newest edition of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica cites estimates of 500,000 and 700,000 slaves held in

Arabic countries in the late 1950s, Now, however, all ethics on earth

is for their liberation,

Man and Animal

pi the eyes of modern man who gave up asking about rights and tksAc

thinks rather in categories of factual power, the animal is one of

the materials he uses for what he considers profitable. But this

degeneration is as far from the original state as present man is

from the earliest. Though man has been for milleniums a captive

of his delusion of hunting and fishing, there were once opposing fexsB

forces in him. Art works clearly testify to that. Amidst blood-

thirsty Assyria, artists created reliefs reflecting a deep psycho-

logical experience, in one of my books I applied to it Bergson's

terms "communication sympathique" and "sympathie divinatrice"

and that of YMndt, "Einfiihlung", that indicate intuitive under-

standing of a being which results in some kind of identification

with it, TO these representations of dying animals, many Chinese

and Japanese paintings are congenial, and to some extent so are



Indian and Persian miniatures, while but few European masters

attained similar depth in comprehension of animals, in the we*b,

the dominating rationalism and many cold hearts might be responsible

for this limitations which makes development on all fields tmder-

standable. Modem agriculture and laboratoiy practice arrived at a Kisk

state where no place for illusion is left, it is a state of deepest

humiliation of our species.

Regeneration of man and the restitution of his original relation

to his fellow beings are interdependent. A comprehensive revision

of our attitude to the animal means our return to hsrmony with the

universe and Ydth ourselves.

on Life and Death

Great is the family of mankind, greater is that of all organic

being. Yet far greater than it is the realm of inorganic existence

whose extent, multitude and power no imagination nor any other

mental function could comprehend. But still immeasurably greater than

that is non-existence, the Empty, called space. If we would adopt the

theory that it is finite, too, we would enter a vicious circle,

starting with the question what is it that limits space, or what is

beyond it. Existence, within it, would be comparable to an island

in an oceanj the island would be just a dust particle, processes to

which neither experience nor thought ever foimd an access, attracted x

always the poetic genius inhose lyrical and narrative substitutes for

knowledge became religious doctrines, we assume vaguely that the

spiritual world stems from organic being which, in its turn, derived

from inorganic matter, and we are inclined to find the origin of

this latter in that unfathomable nothing which is the starting point,

or the presupposition, of every ontology.



Yet these inscrutable transmutations are accompanied, or counteracted,

or balanced, by the opposite sequence which seems to us to be the negative

one. It reduces us to organic matter, returns us further to inorganic substance

which might be directed back to its source, to non-existence. We call the

first of these transitions dying, while its result is called death. Since we

forget completely the opposite but analogous catastrophe of being born, we

are used to think of the end of our personal lile with dread, and are still

less able to make friends with the idea of our extinction as a final state.

Fear and despair produced many collective and individual attempts to run away

from the inevitable, into all kinds of drunkenness or into absolute pessimism,

the shadow of death in life. Sadism, the urge to torture and to kill, is the

other side of that fear. Liberation from this plague would redeem us ixsm and

our fellow beings from most of our sufferings. Thus redemption dasp^^^gre-

eminently depends on overcoming fear of death, it is a long way to healing

masses from it. For the time being, only individuals have a chance to free

themselves, for which purpose one extremely simple consideration could be

helpful:

The Empty, that eternal mystery of which His. even the interstellar space

is but a parable, is our source, o\ir home, we are coming from there and

returning there. So why should we be fearful when going back home ?

The message about your home will bring back to you your primary safety,

and by that you reach ultimate happiness, which is peace between life

and death, their harmony. Now, the great covenant is still enlarged.

Death, too, belongs to it.

The caJ^dinal conclusion

All attempts to beautify crime, to defend and to protect it by spurious

logic, have a common denominator, it is the old assertion that the end justifies

the means. Many repeat it uncritically, without awareness of the evil effects

they invite or encourage, it is the very contrary of every ethical principle.



corruption in the role of a moral method, the "Tillain's credo,

it powerfully counteracts any striving toward a pure end,

involving a competition between means and end, in this illogical

contest, the means eventually defeat the end, it is the hopelessly

frustrating trick. Rooting it out, annuling it, is therefore the peKgp

presupposition, the fundamental condition for every concept of gfctmsg

Ethics : No good can be realized hy evil means, as dirt can not ^mtum.

produce purity. Fairness of the means is therefore the unconditional

criterion of the end.



TOmRT) OTD-KET^ ETHICS

•Hie follo-sdng considerations and conclusions are old, because

they are based on the early iwisdom of mankind. And th^ are new,

because defects found in great ethical teachings required respectfi|:^

but inevitable revisions and some replacements*

To anticipate the defectiveness of admirable moral ^sterns,

there are three topics of utaost isiportan^ in ^Mch weaknesses

of classic civilizations are clearly reflected j a) Mon^condemnation

of war, b) toleration of slavery, c) non^inclusion of the animal-

^rld in systems of ri^teousness and salvation.

^e Religious Tlewpoint

Along with the antagonism between religions, there are also traits

common to most of them. They call one category of acts good, their

contraries evil. For the "good" th^ promise rewards, for the oiTposttte

they threats painishm^ts. The social merit of this primitive educ-

ational method is undeniable. It prevented the human race from

sinking into an at^s of unlimited egoism and barbarism, in itself,

Irowever, it constitutes a low degree of moralty. Doing or renouncing

things just for the sake of compensation or fear of retribution was

not recognized as ethical in ai^ evolved moral system. Thus the

religions had the double function of raising people above the lowest

moral degree and keeping them fSrom rising to a higher one, on that

higher step of moral evolution, v/e vrould do things and abstain from

things for their own sake. The scale of evaluation moves inw}iferds.

We still call this awareness of^ovm deeds in their praiseworthiness

or blameworthiness by the name of conscience, Socrates, one of its

discoverers, named it in the language of his society "some god".



Karma

in early mdian thought \7hich was still pre-philosiophical, the

notion of Karma arose out of the much older sxti international belief

in metem|Jpsychosis, the transmigration, reap, reincarnation of souls*

Karma does not mean retribution by gods or godlike beings, !^ judge

interferes. The deeds themselves bring in future lives their owi

reward or punishment, the cause being follo-wed by its effect directly

and automatically. Although in this moral automatism an idea of

absolute justice is ia^jlicit, it is a barrier to the benefits of a

more ii^rtant idea, that of the freedom of isill. The notion of the

Karman is one of the tremendous powers that bring man into the yoke

of inevitable necessity, thus supjajessing the development of

responsibility •

Chinese principles

m oldest Chinese metaphysics, the ufeiverse is composed of

msx Ssan ts»ai, "three povrers", which are sky, earth and man. since
the

we are but lilfi0^ third constituent, o\ir role is relatively modest,

but rather safe, -fe are being led on the way of following Nature in

its both aspects, the cosmic and the earthly, pursuing Nature is in t

itself ethical and gratifies us by giving us our full identity, so

ethics and happiness become one. It follows that man as a part of

Nature is originally good.

Qreek philosophy

^/?hen confronted with Chinese and other oriental systems, the idea

that unites Hellenic thought from the half legendary genius jythagoras

until the Neoplatonics and the late Aristotelians seems to be that

of a central role of man, as plainly proclaimed by Protagoras* "ihe

yardstick of all values is man," Beyond that, hov/ever, there areyfjijf^



scarcely any tiniting elements in that magnificent diversity of

schools. Although all of them advocate the Qood and praise Virtue,

it Tsras only zeno and his Stoic school iwho established Ethics as a ^jfc

systea, m it, consequent adherence to moral principles confers the

hi^est distinction. It is called overcoming necessity, breaking

the chain of cause and effect. The stoics to whom also Roman

philAsophers belong, refused to reooenize morals as the result

of a development. For them, it is timeless, a lex naturae,

on the other side, though not as far from stoicism as many

hold, Eudaemonism and Hedonism stressed plesure^ but mt in the

trivial sense) as the aim of, and even the «>ndition for, a moral

conduct of life. T^e leader of this trend, i^picurus, in later

generations often attacked as an enea^r of religion and morality,

appears in the light of his indirectly knovm and of his preserved 4

original -works as a laodest theological reformer and as a great guide

throu^ ethics to happiness,

A summary of Ethics posterior to Antiquity

The Middle Ages and the liiodem Era had a series of thinkers

who fell short of their spiritual ancestors in originality, but

not in depth, in medieval thought, the old problems v/ere not yet

solved. Founders of systems, as the Christians Abelard, Bonaventura,

Thomas A i^inas, Roger Bacon, Don scotus, (jrotius and Bentham, the

jews Maimonides and Spinoza and the iloslems Avicenna and Averroes^

renewed the old strug le with the question of righteous living

and its goal which, however, was now entangled with theological

difficulties, since all their different deductions and postulates

are aimed to, and motivated by, purposes, Kant is ethics-for-its-

own-sake was the first established, the purest and freest of all



describe the Entire as our imagination forms him ?

AS the legendary kings Tsho ruled under the mighty "Wings of

divine protectors, our perfect man, too, joins the great powers*

The powers of nature are his fathers and mothers at once, ife

neither conquers nor oppresses, nor do they help him to do so.

He is the friend of all living beings, and his father-eother

and his brothers and sisters are Twith hisi* So his strength is

enormous, and from time to time we are told that he vanquished

his superiors, overcame fate and broke the yoke of wrld laws.

H© is the righteous, ^ere the sun rises and where it sets,

people know his borderless wisdom, iQrsteries of being are his

patrimoi^, l^ar^y ssy that he learned much, but others say that

he never learned and always knevf» wells ^diispered, told him

their secrets, bushes rustled, spoke to him, he listened to birds,

looked into the ^es of cows, stars brought him tiding, so he made a

covenant with all of th^, ?h^ are he, and he is they. He deprives

nobody and could not do so, for he would not deprive himself.

The fragrance of fields is with liim, trees give him their fruit,

A3 with those ancestors, the power of liis soul and his body

is one. as long as he would not betray the alliance of ziature,

he would not know what illness \tas, jj>ng life is liis rightful

heritage. He knows neither the pleasures of degenerates, nor would

he forsake nature to join the ascetics. He would bless the beauty

of the world and great-grandchildren i^vould sing his wisdom, his

purity, his happiness.

The curse of

imc is not as old as mankind. ?/hen during some hundreds of jiHiji^^tiiitfi

tfiousands of years the first family of man lived in trees and fed



happily on their fuit, there were no motives for bloody collisions

vdth other beings, let alone fellow men, !.?ucfe later, when a few tens

of thousands of years ago changes on earth forced them to go do?m,

upright position and other nm conditions brought about a plenty of

enriching devfelopaenta and one cruel loss. Men deserted his intrinsic

nature and adopted killing and eating fellOTsr beiJigs, paiJitings as

those still preserved in Spanish and pt^ench caves reflect that

pre-social nomadic hunting life of paleolithic man. in the Neolithic

period, agriculture, stability and herding along T»d.th first matis

leadership might have provided the earliest presuppositions for

brutal aggression. Then oiir forefathers learned rapidly to conduct

collective actions for robbing, EKir^^lering and enslaving their

nei^ibours, and iarprovied metliods ml vfeapons led consequently to

the nuclear age*

ManldUvats models saw the never endirig slaughter of innocents

and beared battle-cries and tim despair of victins, yet in their

immortal teachings to look in vain for an adequate condeimation

of the great crime, iian»s second betrayel of himtself, Mesopotamian

wisdom knew orbits of planets, but thou^t of no way to stop the

massacre. Ancient Egypt was less bloodthirs'^, but even the

X)eace-loving genius of King ikhnaton said in his lymns no

fundamental word against war* The gi'eat Qceek philosophers kept

silent about the laost urgent of all thetaes, ]moreover, Socrates

himself praised military bravery, only about the pacifism of

lythagoras we have some indirect evideaice. Through Asia jjinor, he

was connected ^th the orient where pioneers of peace app-eared early.

This -was the case with India is oldest religious minorities,

and with Buddhism which appreciated Love more than all virtues.



fhere, abhorrence of v/ar/\a consequence of the inhibition of any

killing. Its triunqphal test "sras in the third centuiy B,C. the paci«»

fistic polic57 of Ashoka, the first Buddhist king. Later, when

Buddhism \m3 spread over the par East, its pacifism sometimes

deteriorated to uiilitant monks.

Although in the earliest Chinese scriptures clear peace teacliings

are hanlly traceable, an old tradition in this spirit seems probable

by* its ^pearance with later philosophers. The cbinese character,

as manifested in msssxidmt UOOO years, is far from bellicosity,

in the 8th century A.D., a magnificent poem by jA tai pe gave faithful

escpression to this side of the nations psychology.

East of the ii»editerranean theatre of perpetual waars and wfest of M

the area nrhere peoples had become a mercilessly hunted game,

the prophets arose. The previous biblical books are not at all

pacifistic. Yet the same revolutionaries iwho rejected the coirananded

bloody sacrifices, announced also eternal peace, in visions vjhose

merit can be appreciated only in the context of their time, as

Isaiah Tl,2-i4| IX,6 j XI, 6-9 j Aoos lX,13-l5j i.ficah IV,1^U. Their

earliest follo^rers knoTWi lived centuries after them. It was the

brotherhood of the Essenes vfhom vre can reconstruct as pacifists

and vegetarians.

^th thean, the appearance of jesus T»as possibly connected.

Although some passages of the Nev; Testament refute the assumption

of vegetarianism in the first christian coraraunity, and soldiers are n

mentioned there as any other profession, implications favorable to

pacifism are suggested by the idea of Love that includes enemies

(T'atthew v,UU). Then, at aiiy case, nobody planned spreading the

Christian faith by violence.



As to later chidstianity, it is difficult to "vidthstaiid the

teaaptation to infer from the Quakers and mai^r other selfless pioneers

of peace snd humanity back to earlier periods, and from cruelly sxtesaft

exterminated minorities to th© ruling clmrch. The adsrirable ^^L^f^pf^

consistency of the christian philosophers, too, does not apply to the

problem of abandonment of war. only ifant wote a manifesto ii^ch is

rather a vision, on eternal peace*

Yet the deepest, and certainly decisive struggle id-th the old kbb

curse is going on in otir days, now, ?/ar has a different meaning.

»»C<»i'ventional« T^arfare became an invitation to total destruction.

iMle these lines are being Vifidtten, a coBunittee of the U,H, is

conducting research into the foreseeable effects of a nuclear isiar*

For the time being, we have to rely on i^r. MCMamara who warned his

fellow citizens that some tens of millions of them would be killed.

He surely did not SltSXSlfttolte overestimate -tshat would happen to

the mightiest country, let alone th© inconvenient, irrelevant and

weak peoples. Thus a daily incresing movi^ent -vsrhose foreground

topic is Vietnam, unites the most different resistors who can no

longer be made ridiculous or called conemmists. The non-violent

heroes of this more than historic hour are not only the saints

^!ho died in th© flames of self-immolation, not only the students

beaten by police, raistreat-ed old men and women, professors isho

endanger their bread and priests who risk their lives. But also issob^

leading members of the ruling parly iirfio loudly utter their

monumental disagreement and fearless accusation.

The theoretical struggle, too, is harder than many imagine.

There are complicating factors unfavorable to unconditional

pacifism, noes anyboffy absolutely renounce self-defense ?



Hiho oould blaiae the r/arsaw ^tto flf^tersj, those last living

sktletraos viho fm^t the aeniian amor ivith homemade isolotoT

cocktails and maseum rifles ?

we have to realises fully that f^hem once -m agree with defense

as a prindLple^ we open the door to all its minor and ma^GP

misuses^ for ever;/ aggression can be^ and is today^ called

defense.

Besides the bimiing urg^cE?^ of preventing the end of life

on earth) there are questions v^ose solutions are ess^tial

for assurin^^ to the human race a better future. All of us

iivent throu,^ a^ste^ of education that thought us to adaire

the hero. Bach group of interests produces its concept of

virtues* slavery and feudalism require blind obedience^

warfare demands heroism, it is hi^ time to abandon this fatal

loisrepres^tation^ the cult of the killer of his neighbours

who was himself misled and sacrificed. i|hen will youth learn to

admire the constructive wrker, the researcher, the creator,

the lover ?

Analogous tendencies led to the overcultivation of the

natural relation to one»s crm people and countiy. Both opcai

faseisD} and majJuy diguised forms of it still have conamand over

the Bajorily of mankind, ?he o<»j?>"unistic countries that

eiqphatically rfenouncod it, never introduced a consequent

internationalism, maintaining various substitutes of fasoistic

behavior and phraseology. The other side goes much furth^«

?,4iere is action for mankind highur estimated than action

for one of its sections, HuaanisBi higgler than patriotism 7



It is not the cpiestion of various a^Ucatlons, not that of

the specific point in the range of a nmltiple crime, not

the difference betvieen bujylng slaves alive or slau^tering them

in the grare at burials of kings, as done in svmer, and the

limitations and sdtigations of slave holding vsader Mosaic law.

It is neither the contrast between the relatively mild lot of

the slaves in ©reece md their dreadful treatiaent in Rome,

nor the abyss of the recent slave trade. It is the very institution Ik

that is a deadly blow to our pride in being hussan.

our account, however, we have not to settle i»ith the raiders,

kidaapj/ers, torturers and aairderers of beings like us, but with

our moral leaders #k) witnessed and tolerated it. m the classic

works of Plato and Aristotle there is no trace of reprobatdng

the crime of whic^ they took advantage. There are even utterances

of cont^apt for those ishose lot the lucisy wise mm thosselves

did not hapi>en to share. Tl^ir htaaaaity excladecl all the unhappy

ones whose orif^inal etpality and innocsace was indisputable,

disagreeing only -i^th enslaving Greeks by Qreeks. The ^icureans

could not easily reject what added so saich conveaiene© to their

lives. The Stoics even declared indifference to slavery which they,

its beneficiaries, pronounced an irrelevant circUEistijace, one head

of this school, the nman en^eror iiarcus Aurelius, never considered %

the idea of abolition, mreover, a paragraph aggravating slavtJiy is

attributed to him. so the issue that endangered the private and

dasa interests behind ancient ethical thought, became its test

and its failure, its self-negation.

The Christian attitude was never horaof^nous. The early (Siristian



en^rors of Rooe neither aboUshed nor condemned slavexy. priests mm

slave holders, rjot earUer than five centuries after Christ ^ms bom,

Justinian pat an end to the bloocly howor of show coBibata of slaves

with vd.ld animals, m the southern united States, nost churches wsre

favorable to mitigating, but maintaining slaveiy. On the other hand,

ggjaagcscgiBaartiaHK^^ "^^^^ movement

that after all led to the mancipation of the slaves, mainly christian

spirit has to be credited, particmlarly that of the English spealdng

X>eople9*

The monster is not dead. Utie newest edition of the wclopaedia

Britannica cites estiieates of 500,CO0 and 700,000 slaves held in

Arabic countries in the late 1950s. Mow, ho^^ver, all ethics on earth

is for their liberation*

lim and Mjaiml

m the esres of modem man who gave up asking about rigjits and

thinks rather in categories of factual power, the animal is one of

the materials he uses for what he considers profitable. But this

de^neration is as far from the original state as, present raan is

from the earliest. Though man has been for milleniums a captive

of his delusion of hunting and fishing, there were once opi:=osing

forces in him. Art works dearly testify to that. Amidst blood-

thirsty Assyria, artists created reliefs reflecting a deep psycho-

logical experience, m one of sy books I a«>pli«d to it Bergpon»s

terma "comaxnication 2ympathique« and "^ympathie divinatrice"

and that of ^'lundt, "sinfUhlung", that intiicate intuitive under-

standing of a being which results in some kind of identification

with it. TO these representations of dyijag animals, many Chinese

and Japanese paintings are congenial, and to some extent so are



mdlan and Persian niniatisres, Mle but fevr iioropeaa masters

attained slaailar depth in coc^rehension of animals, m the

the damUiating rationalisa and msms' coM hearts ad^t foe responsible

tcff this notations ishich makes developsfsent on all fields under-

stand^le. iiodem agriculture and laboratory practice arrived at a xMi

state where no place for illusion is left, it is a state of deepest

hsffiiliation of mr species •

Hegeneration of laan aad the r©sUtution of his original relati^

to his fellow bdlags are interdependent • A co^reh^aiTre re-tfision

of our attitude to the aniisal seaas mr reiium to harsKMscr ^th the

tjni^rse and idth ourselves*

on Life and Bea'Ua

(^at is thB faaily of mankind, greater is that of all organic

being. Tet far greater than it is the realK of inorsanic existence

whose eactent, uailtiiTide and power no imagination nor any oth^

Mental flmction could coi^rehend* mt still iaBeasttrabl^r greater than

that is mat-eadst^ce, the wty, called space. If mi ^ooM adopt the

theory that it is finite, too, « wul4 eater a vicious circle,

starting laith the ciuestion "*hat is it that liffiits space, or what is

beycaid it. tgdstene©, within it, isould be ©separable to an island

in an ocean; the island wcmld be just a dust particle, processes to

which neither eaqperience nor thouj^it ever found an access, attracted s

alws tlte poetic genius ishose lyrical and narrative substitutes for

knowledge became religious doctrines. \^ assume va^ely that the

spiritual tvorld steas from organic being which, in its turn, derived

from inorganic matter, and if© are inclined to find the origin of

this latter in that unfathomabl© nothing -sahich is the starting point,

or the presupposition, of every <mtology.



Yet these inscrutable traiistButatione are accompMiied, or counteracted,

or balanced, Ijy the oppoaite sequence which seems to us to be the negativ©

one. It reduces us to organic matter,retuma us further to inorganic subst

nhich rl^t be directed back to its source, to non-existence, m call the

first of those transitions dying, while its result is called death. Since

forget coi^letely the opposite but analogous catastrophe of being bom, lise

are used to think of the end of our personal life vdth dread, and are stil

less able to make friends \dth the idea of our esctinction as a final state

fear and desjpair produced raangr collective and indi^dual attea^ts to nm a

from the inevitable, into all kinds of drunkenness or into absolute pessiiB

the shadow of death in life, sadisa, the urge to torture and to ld.ll, is t

other side of that fear. liberation frm this plague would redeem us 4ksm and

our fellow beings from most of our sufferinjp. Thus redemption dopcmit^-^'e-

esdnently depends on overcoming fear of death. It is a long to healing

masses from it. For the tine being, only individuals have a chance to £tm

themselves, for 'which puipose one extremely simple cooisideration could be

helpfalj

The i^ty, that eternal TJiystery of which tins even the interstellar apace

is but a parable^ is our source, our home. \ye are ooiidng from there and

returning there. So vrty should we be fearful n^bieQ going back horae ?

The roesi^age about your home vd.ll bring back to you your primary safety,

and by that you readli ultimate happiness, which is peace between life

and death, their hanaony. >^<)w, the great covtenant is still enlarged,

l>eath, t/oo, belongs to it.

The cardinal ponclusion

AH attempts to beautiiy crime, to defend and to protect it by spurious

logic, havr3 a ocHmnon denominator^ it is the old aesertion that the end justifies

the means. Ifany repeat it uncritically, without awareness of the evil effects

they invite or encourage, it is the very contrary of every ethical principle.



corruption in the role of a moral method, the villain «s credo.

It powerfully counteracts any itriving toward a pare end,

involving a cojf^tition betvreen oeans and end* in this illogical

contest, the means eventually defeat the end. it is the hopelessly

frustrating trick. Rooting it out, annuling it, is therefore the lonqp

presupposition, the fundamental condition for eveiy concept of stlctaaK

Ethics I m good can be realized by evil laeans, as dirt can not iwahm

produce purity. Fairness of the loeans is therefoi^e the unconditional

criterion of the end#




